Smugglers Equestrian
Centre & Riding School

CASE STUDY
The outdoor manège is now lit to competition level,
and is an ideal space for show jumping events.

The Project
Smugglers Equestrian Centre & Riding School is a well-established horse riding
centre, set in the picturesque rural countryside of Manmoel, South Wales. The
Equestrian Centre provides a wide range of activities, including lessons, activity
days, hacks and riding for under 5’s. Facilities include a livery for approximately 100
horses, an indoor teaching area and a newly-built outdoor manège.
CTP Electrical was appointed to lead the lighting project for the new manège; they
proposed and designed the new lighting system. CTP’s lighting designs and savings
calculations revealed that NET LED products would provide the light output, durability
and energy efficiency that would meet all the requirements of the project.

The Solution
Robust, high-output Benwick LED High Power Lights were installed in the manège.
Featuring an asymmetric beam angle, the fittings allow a longer throw of 5000K
light, making them an ideal choice for outdoor sports facilities.
With IP65 and IK10 rated housings, the LED High Power Lights are protected
against water, dust, external impact and vibration, making them suitable for
outdoor applications.
From enquiry to order, NET LED supported the wholesaler’s business. Throughout
the process, NET LED’s Sales Team were on hand to ensure the wholesaler had all
the information needed to go ahead with the installation.

Products Installed:

With next day delivery on orders placed before 5pm, the LED High Power Lights were
delivered to site quickly and efficiently to ensure the installation would run smoothly.

LED High Power Lights

The Result
Smugglers Equestrian Centre has been delighted with the light output and durability
of the LED High Power Lights.
The outdoor manège is now lit to competition level, and is an ideal space for show
jumping events.
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